Abstract. We develop an alternative approach to well-ordering proofs beyond the Bachmann-Howard ordinal using trans nite sequences of ordinal notations and use it in order to carry out well-ordering proofs for -ordinal systems. We extend the approach of ordinal systems as an alternative way of presenting ordinal notation systems started in Set98b] and develop ordinal systems, which have in the limit exactly the strength of Kripke-Platek set theory with one recursivly inaccessible. The upper bound is determined by giving well-ordering proofs, which use the technique of trans nite sequences. We derive from the new approach the traditional approach to well-ordering proofs using distinguished sets. The lower bound is determined by extending the concept of ordinal function generators in Set98b] to inaccessibles.
Introduction
This article is a followup of Set98b] . In that article we introduced ordinal systems as an alternative way of describing ordinal notation systems which usually make use of collapsing functions. In the simplest case of one single ordinal system, ordinals were always denoted by referring to smaller ones, a principle, which is valid in the case of systems built from extensions of the Veblen function. In order to get beyond the Bachmann Howard ordinal, we used several ordinal systems in parallel, such that the ordinal systems refer to each other in a controlled way. We described, how the combination of ordinal systems was used in order to generated in a well-ordered way the ordinal notation systems in question. This showed that they are well-ordered. We considered and analyzed ordinal systems up to the proof theoretic strength of ID . In the current article we proceed with this research and present I-ordinal systems: ordinal systems which reach in the limit the strength of KPI, Kripke Platek set theory with one recursively inaccessible I (more precisely, the class of ordinals in KPI has the properties of one recursively inaccessible; proof theoretic studies for variations of Kripke Platek set theory can be found in J ag86], a formalization of KPI can be found in J ag86] or looked up as well in Buc92] ). We will then determine their strength as the strength of KPI. This presentation should help to understand ordinal notation systems of this strength in a better way.
A variation of the usual well-ordering proof techniques
The usual technique in proof theory for carrying out well-ordering proofs is the technique of distinguished sets, introduced by Buchholz in Buc75] . In our previous article Set98b] some (but not the full power of it) was used and it seems to be still the only technique available for carrying out well-ordering proofs of strength beyond ID ! in constructive theories. However, we believe that for theories which have substantially stronger strength it is not so easy to understand what is going on in it, and found it very di cult to teach it. We have now developed a variation of it, which we hope is slightly more intuitive. The disadvantage of it is that it can in the current form not be carried out in constructive theories. However this is no harm since from it in a second step we can derive the technique of distinguished sets. We hope our presentation motivates distinguished sets in a better way. Instead of de ning the sets in an abstract way we are going to de ne by recursion on set theoretic ordinals a trans nite sequence of ordinal notations a . Distinguished sets will occur as initial segments of the set of notations generated in such a way. In order to show the well-foundedness of the resulting system, apart from some veri cations, which can be essentially be carried out in primitive recursive arithmetic, and the existence of such a sequence, which is clear in the case of Kripke Platek set theory | the use of classical logic is crucial here |, we will need that, when iterated over all ordinals, the resulting sequence is complete, i.e. this sequence could not be extended. In order to prove the consistency of the theories in question we will need therefore essentially that the class of ordinals is big enough. One can use principles which claim that the class of ordinals ful lls the properties of some recursively large ordinal. Or one can claim instead that the set of ordinals should be unbounded in the sense that we cannot exhaust it by any recursive process, and that therefore such an ordinal must exists. The latter point of view provides an alternative argument for the consistency of the theory in question, alternative to the use of constructive theories, the consistency of which can be philosophically shown or at least justi ed. At the moment, the new argument is not as well philosophical developed as the other approach, but we hope to be able to investigate it in the near future. In this article, we only mention the possibility of such an approach. Once we have found such a sequence and carried out the well-ordering proof using it, we can now nd the constructive version of the well-ordering proof using distinguished sets by formalizing abstractly the principles according to which the sets A := fa j a #^ < g are de ned.
We will apply this in section 4 to I-ordinal systems. In a rst step we want to look at -ordinal systems in order to introduce the technique. In the case of -ordinal systems, the bene ts will not be very big, most readers will certainly prefer the old technique. However for stronger systems this technique will motivate wellordering proofs in a better way. We need a theory of the strength of ID in which we have ordinals available. Kripke Platek set theory without 0 -collection, but extended by natural numbers and the existence of a well-ordering (as new urelemente) of order type and for every a 2 an admissible such that these admissibles are ordered as the corresponding elements of and the collection of predecessors of an a 2 is a set, which is an element of the ath admissible, should be the correct theory.
(The exact formulation of such a theory is not important here since this Section mainly serves to introduce and motivate the new technique). In this section, (set-theoretic) ordinal refers to the set of ordinals below some of the admissibles which were additionally introduced in this theory. Before de ning such sequences we make our life easier by extending the order < to a global order:
De nition 2.1. It seems, as if we are back to the traditional way of ordinal notation systems, in which small ordinals (e.g. a 2 T 0 ) are denoted by referring to bigger ones (e.g. b 2 k(a) \ T 1 , therefore a b). But the real picture to keep in mind should be that of several ordinal systems, which refer to each other in a controlled way, i.e. smaller ordinal systems refer to bigger ordinal systems restricted to smaller levels only. The global order will be helpful in order to reduce the amount of syntax.
In the well-ordering proof we de ned by recursion on 2 sets M ; Acc T by:
We can now use trans nite sequences of ordinal notations in order to obtain the same sets. We proceed as follows: we consider in increasing order all elements of . For each 2 we select, as long as possible, successively the least element of T which has smaller components in the set of ordinals already selected before, but has not been selected itself. Once we cannot nd any more such a minimal element, we select the next element of . Once we have nished, the elements of T chosen will be S 2 Acc .
In order to formalize this idea, we rst de ne for sets A T M A] := fa 2 T j k(a) \ a Ag and M A] := M A] \ T . Now we de ne by recursion on elements a 2 T together with i 2 , A T as follows:
A := fa j < ^a #g; i :' min < f 2 j min (M A ] n A ) #g; a :' min (M i A ] n A ): Convention 2.2. A simultaneous de nition of sequences like a , i above should in the following be understood as follows: both i , a (and possibly other sequences) are de ned by recursion on the (set theoretic) ordinals and can have either value as indicated (above in and T, respectively) or a symbol for unde ned. a # means that a is not a symbol for unde ned, a " means that a is (a symbol for) unde ned. Similarly, for a set A min < (A) # (min < (A) ") means that a minimum of A with respect to < exists (does not exists). For two possibly objects of a set with an unde ned element a ' b :, (a # _b #) ! a = b. In the above de nition i is de ned i 8 < (i #^a #) and a minimum as in the de nition above exists. If i is de ned, it has as value the corresponding minimal element. The de nition of a is similar, but presupposes that i is de ned. Similar future de nitions are to be understood in the same way. Therefore we start to de ne a , i , as long as possible. If this is no longer the case, both get the value unde ned. Note that this can be de ned in the classical set theory used, in which we can \decide" whether i , a are de ned. Because of this de nition, this proof is non-constructive. A is complete i a ". The following Lemma will not be needed for the well-ordering proof. We state it in order to show that we have de ned exactly the sets Acc from the original well-ordering proof. 
Ordinal Systems for one inaccessible
We are going to develop now ordinal systems for one inaccessible, in short I-OS, which will have in the limit order type jKPIj = j(
The step from -OS to I-OS is easy: instead of having one xed order , this order will now be generated by a further ordinal system. Therefore we have OS-structures (T a ; a ; 0 a ; k a;a ; length a ) depending on a 2 T I , where T I is the underlying set of terms of an OS-structure (T I The conditions are now as almost the same as for -OS, except of the following two changes:
{ Essentially: If a 2 T i , i 2 T I , then k(i) k(a). This guarantees that, if from ordinals generated before we can denote a, then we can already denote i. However, we can weaken this condition and will demand it only in case k i (a) 6 = ; (since otherwise the information about i is already contained in the components of a).
{ k j (i) = ; for i j 2 T I . This guarantees that in the well-ordering proof using sequences, the sequence i which corresponds to the sequence of i in -ordinal systems is increasing, i.e. the elements of T I are selected in increasing order.
De nition 3.1. 4 Well-ordering proofs for I-OS using sequences
We are going to show Theorem 6.9 (a), (b): I-OS are well-ordered, and, if they are elementary, they have order type below the proof theoretic strength of KPI. We will show our assertion by giving a well-ordering proof for I-OS, which for elementary I-OS can be formalized in KPI. As mentioned in the introduction, we will carry out these proofs in two versions: In this section we will carry out a well-ordering proof using sequences. We regard this proof as more intuitive than the proof using distinguished sets, which is suitable for constructive theories and carried out in Section 5. The proof of the parts (a) and (b) of Theorem 6.9 (a) will be almost identical. The latter one is achieved by carrying out the proof of (a) for elementary I-OS in KPI. The only di erence between both proofs will be by choosing part The well-ordering proof will be similar to the one given in Section 2. Instead of selecting the elements of in increasing order, we will now select for each the least element of T I which has smaller components in the notations already de ned before, but was not selected itself. For each such i we rst select all elements of T i as for -OS. Once we cannot nd any more such an element, we select rst i itself and then move on to the next i. Proof of Theorem 6.9 (a), (b) using sequences. 
follows now by induction on length(b). 5 Well-ordering proofs using distinguished sets
In this section we are going to develop the technique for carrying out wellordering proofs using distinguished sets. This is the technique used for analyzing constructive theories and subsystems of analysis without ordinals. Proof of Theorem 6.9 (a), (b) using distinguished sets: As before, using W as de ned in this section.
I-Ordinal Function Generators
We are going to show that the bound derived before is sharp, i.e. the supremum of the order types of elementary I-OS is jKPIj. As for the systems considered in Set98b] we will introduce I-ordinal function generators (I-OFGs), which provide a more general framework for de ning I-OS. Using these we will de ne directly a sequence of OS, which could be regarded as \the standard I-OS", in which we use essentially the n-times nested Sch utte-Klammersymbole plus Cantor normal form, and which exhaust, although we will not prove that, the strength of jKPIj.
We will then interpret directly the system used in Buc92] as an OFG and this will show the desired lower bound. Note that the use of ordinals is not really necessary in order to develop the ordinal systems, it only simpli es the description of the ordinal systems slightly, and makes the relationship with the more traditional approach to ordinal notation systems more precise.
